
2022 QMJHL Entry Draft
US Organizations 

Bill Zonnon - '06 Forward - Northwood School (Prep)

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/646097/bill-zonnon

 - Elite Prospects

Regular Season : 51GP 12G 15A

 - Stats

QMJHL : Round 1 #6 Overall (Rouyn-Noranda) - USHL : Round 3 #40 Overall (Chicago)

 - Drafts

Confidence to take on defenders, draws penalty getting tripped down after beating man 1 on 1, stickhandling where he 
wants. Doesn’t waste time once getting puck on stick, has a plan. Not overly physical on forecheck, smart body 
positioning to spin / miss checks and then take advantage of the open space. Frame and reach make him tough to get 
puck from once in 2 foot gluide. 

10/29/2021 - Oakland Jr Grizzlies U18 vs Northwood School

6'1" Montreal native has a big athletic frame and uses it well. Good mix of power and agility, with more power to come 
as he continues to fill out his frame. Struggled covering his point, and had some shifts where he never touched the 
puck, wasn’t driving the play. Scores goal off good cycle play, has the reach, hands and offensive tendancies. Played half 
wall on powerplay, made quick decisions but wasnt a true scoring threat. 

02/25/2022 - Northwood School vs Culver Academy

Frame and long legs, and has more to fill out in his frame. Gets into 2 foot gluide early vs trying to beat defenders wide 
offensively, but Zonnon's frame makes it difficult to get to pucks, and has the hands / reads to make creative passes. 
Gets assist on 3 on 2 dot to dot pass, showing some decpetion looking off defenders. When receiving pucks, as long as 
Zonnon keeps feet moving, he is very difficult to handle. Showed a lot more fight in third, can be a forece physically. 
Balance and size, along with his offensively ability makes Zonnon a top prospect.

03/05/2022 - Northwood School vs St Andrew's College - Clarkson University

Gavin Cornforth - '06 Forward - Thayer Academy (Prep)

Regular Season : 22GP 12G 18A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

QMJHL : Round 6 #107 Overall (Moncton) - USHL Round 1 #12 Overall (Dubuque) - Invitations : Team USA 5 Nations 
Team - USA Hockey NTDP Evaluation Camp - Eastern Exporsure Cup All Star Weekend

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/597531/gavin-cornforth

 - Elite Prospects
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Gavin Cornforth - '06 Forward - Thayer Academy (Prep)

Loves to get to pace, and brings the pace throughout his shifts. Showed the fight to take big hits trying to make plays, 
didn’t back down. Enters / exits pucks with speed and aggression but not overly physical. Sets up 4th goal on PK w/ 
smart anticipation to jump and win puck race -> quick hands to get to backhand for backdoor tap in on 2 on 1. 

01/19/2022 - Cushing Academy vs Thayer Academy

Very comfortable under pressure, Cornforth was never afraid to try to dangle into open space. Hands and pace, was 
very quick to get his feet going, seems to have an effortless jump to his stride. On powerplay, played his half wall well 
on his one timer side, scores after waisting no time on a dot to dot pass. Great sequence - starts rushing puck, dangles 
through one before getting to net -> engages physically in net front for point shot tip -> teammate finds rebound for 
goal. Smart on PK too, using fluid skating and smart reads to get back into lanes to intercept. 

01/21/2022 - Thayer Academy vs Dexter Southfield

James Chase - '06 Forward - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

QMJHL : Round 12 #209 Overall (Halifax) - USHL : Round 14 #213 Overall (Tri-City)

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/619055/james-chase

 - Elite Prospects

Nationals : 5GP 3G 2A - Regular Season : 77GP 30G 50A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

Hardworking lefty, played in all situations & 5 on 5. Isnt overly skilled but plays within his own game, and is very 
effective. Is a hound for pucks, puck winner in DZ.

10/16/2021 - BK Selects vs Pittsburgh Penguins Elite 

Brings the center lane drive / puck fight for his line. Gets assist winning foot race to loose puck and finding teammate 
quickly. Took a beating in front and never backed away. 

02/18/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's

The lefty brings the compete and puck protection needed for skill lines. Chase showed great puck protection below the 
goal line, resulting in a goal from the point after winning and protecting. Not the most pure puck handler put gets the 
job done, always finding way to keep puck moving where he wants. Also showed deceptive feet approaching pucks 
making it difficult on defenders to guess his next direction. 

02/19/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's

JJ Monteiro - '06 Forward - Mount St Charles (U15)

Nationals : 4GP 5G 3A - Regular Season : 66GP 38G 44A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

QMJHL : Round 12 #214 Overall (Saint John) - USHL Round 5 #64 Overall (Waterloo) 

 - Drafts
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JJ Monteiro - '06 Forward - Mount St Charles (U15)

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/618932/jj-monteiro

 - Elite Prospects

Skill with a solid frame, showed unreal release hitting crossbar after nice slide puck dangle through defenders tripod. 
Athletic build, Monteiro plays a skill, slightly power forward type game. Gets assist after winning / maintaining puck 
possesion out of cycles.

03/30/2022 - Nationals : Sioux Falls Power vs Mount St Charles (RI Saints)

Was a force, scoresheet says 3 goals but really 2. Wheels are always going, draws penatly off draw getting hauled down, 
was a puck winner and showed he has the hands to be dangerous once gainign possesion. Played both wing and center. 
Goal #1 - off turnover during powerplay, beats goalie glove side from top of circles with no hesitation. Seemed to get 
better every shift, very tough to deal with once feet get moving. Loved to shoot, multiple chances outside of goals.

03/31/2022 - Nationals : Mount St Charles (RI Saints) vs Windy City Storm

Justin Dumais - '06 Forward - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

QMJHL : Round 11 #187 Overall (Moncton)

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/749278/justin-dumais

 - Elite Prospects

Nationals : 5GP 3G 0A - Regular Season : 79GP 21G 37A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

Dumais is a guy who wont stand out at first, but is a must watch. Simple yet effective in everything that he does. The 
left hander shields pucks with ease using his size and long reach, and was constantly retaining or regaining possesion 
out of cycles. Was cool/smart on PP, collecting and distributing quickly. 

10/16/2021 - BK Selects vs Pittsburgh Penguins Elite 

Snipe early in first period, Dumais is constantly in control of body, with great balance at any pace. Skating the puck, 
Dumais has a long stride and great control with his hands. Top end speed is there, as well as the brain to operate at that 
speed. Isnt a player who seems ultra skilled, but made some creative, slick plays with the puck, slipping around or under 
opponents.

02/18/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's

Lefty was a minus early but did a good job to recognize and stay with his man, just beat with a good hockey play. On 
powerplay, gets to the right spot on goal line and loose puck finds him for easy goal. Most impressive was hDumais' 
want to sell out and block shots on the PK, despite being down 4-1 during a regular season game. Shows the complete 
package he has to work with.

02/19/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's
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Justin Dumais - '06 Forward - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

Dumais stride is one made for power, yet simple, similar to his style of play. This combined with strong hands, and his 
willingness to engage in the battle makes him a prospect to watch. Supported the play in all 3 zones, Dumais is 
composed with the puck on his stick, making quick decisions / seeming to have a plan before the puck arrives. Was 
impressed with his ability to create under pressure, seeming to bounce off checks and a want to always win pucks.

04/01/2022 - Nationals : Pittsburgh Penguins Elite vs BK Selects (Rochester Saints)

Kody Dupuis - '06 Forward - Northwood School (Prep)

QMJHL : Round 5 #88 Overall (Shawinigan)

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/721165/kody-dupuis

 - Elite Prospects

Regular Season : 49GP 5G 7A

 - Stats

Played both center and wing, got into battles with stick checks and smart body positioning, especially against larger 
defenders. Dupuis, the son of Pittsburgh Penguin great Pascal Dupuis, plays a similar way to his father. The left hander 
is constantly working under pucks, and follows plays up in a supportive position. 

10/29/2021 - Oakland Jr Grizzlies U18 vs Northwood School

The youngest member of the Northwood squad, Dupuis plays a big role for his squad. He is fearless and plays the game 
with a high level of compete. In the face off circle he won his draws despite being undersized. He was flying around the 
ice and had ample opportunities through out the day. He is a player that should hear his name on USHL draft day.

11/29/2021 - Brunswick Jamboree

Pesky lefthander who is slightly undersized at 5'6" has an engine, was constantly chasing / harrasing puck carriers. 
Average acceleration, but has the stride and balance to build on. Gets assist finding lone man in front after getting in on 
forecheck and winning puck battle. Smart positionally, constantly aware of surroundings / positioning. 

02/25/2022 - Northwood School vs Culver Academy

Played wing, the undersized lefty was hard on pucks.Never hiding from contact, Dupuis slides off hits very well, and 
showed great 5 foot awareness in corner / below goal line battles. Gets goal with smart reads of the rush, getting to 
mid slot at right time to tip point shot before getting engaged with.

03/05/2022 - Northwood School vs St Andrew's College - Clarkson University

Kyle Greene - '06 Forward - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

QMJHL : Round 14 #245 Overall (Halifax)

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/718479/kyle-greene

 - Elite Prospects
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Kyle Greene - '06 Forward - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

Nationals : 5GP 0G 2A - Regular Season : 64GP 7G 25A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

Right handed center with great deception in his stride. A slightly jumpy, 3 step stride allows Greene to gain great top 
speeds as well as make it hard for defenders to guess where he is going next. Went 50/50 on draws, but was hungry on 
pucks, with his skating driving the way. Took great routes in breakouts as well, getting to speed quickly and being a 
willing option with head up and communication. 

02/18/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's

The righty did a great job getting moving and being an option during breakouts, wants to be the option. Very good 
stride and controlled center of gravity. Just ok on draws but in each battle. On defensive side of puck, Chase showed 
great awareness and was quick to find and neutralize the nearest threat on backchecks / net front coverage.

02/19/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's

Owen Phillips - '06 Defenseman - Pittsburgh Penguins Elite (U15)

QMJHL : Round 1 #7 Overall (Halifax) - USHL Round 12 #152 Overall (Chicago)

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/712192/owen-phillips

 - Elite Prospects

Nationals : 3GP 0G 2A - Regular Season : 80GP 7G 40A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

Righty w/ long legs, great patience with the puck, especially in tight spaces. Feet constantly up ice, head on swivel when 
defending. A prospect to consider due to his instincts and skating. So smart handling forechecks, extremelly patient and 
constantly making the right decision. Played big part in 2 goals, finding teammates in soft areas on the powerplay, and 
smart shot decisions shooting far pad for rebound late in third to force overtime. Was constantly playing late in game

10/16/2021 - BK Selects vs Pittsburgh Penguins Elite 

200 ft game, plays at pace, constantly trying to anticpate the play either jumping into play offensively or jumping plays 
defensively to neutralize before plays get going. Most impressive was Phillips composure with the puck, never seeming 
in a rush, and to have a plan B. Transitions very well backward to forward to retrieve pucks, with balance and long legs 
leading his skating stride. On PP , made simple, correct plays while also making some impressive, backdoor passes. 
Chase is trending to be a two-way defender, with some offensive upside. 

03/30/2022 - Nationals : St Louis AAA Blues vs Pittsburgh Penguins Elite
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Owen Phillips - '06 Defenseman - Pittsburgh Penguins Elite (U15)

Phillips was tough to handle facilitating breakouts, even under pressure, utitlizing subtle body fakes to create 
seperation. One rush, the righty showed great patience while being chased, then hitting a cross ice, backhand pass 
through the neutral zone, tape to tape. On the offensive side of the puck, Phillips plays on the cautious, but smart side, 
rarely jumping down from his point unless the oppurtunity is perfect. Was simple yet impressive on the powerplay, 
handling tough passes and moving pucks quickly, but could be more aggresive offensively. Phillips will be a USHL / 
possible CHL prospect because of his ability to do so many things well, on top of his size, and skating ability, especially 
with the puck

03/31/2022 - Nationals : Pittsburgh Penguins Elite vs LA Jr Kings

Nice puck protection on an entry rush on powerplay, making heads up back door pass. Was constantly engaged on D 
side of puck, never standing still, constantly engaging with nearest threat / head on swivel. Most impressive was Phillips 
ability to always be in the play, never lagging behind and getting engaged with every play. Skating ability is key, showed 
great balance / comppsure transitioning for dump in retrievals. 

04/01/2022 - Nationals : Pittsburgh Penguins Elite vs BK Selects (Rochester Saints)

Sacha Boisvert - '06 Forward - Mount St Charles (U15)

Nationals : 4GP 2G 2A - Regular Season : 66GP 57G 54A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

QMJHL : Round 1 #12 Overall (Chicoutimi) - USHL : Tender (Muskegon)

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/597530/sacha-boisvert

 - Elite Prospects

Sacha, a Quebec native, is a very complete forward with a lot of tools to help him climb the ladder. He has a lot of room 
to fill out his 6'1 frame and already plays with a fair amount of grit. Has good hands in tight spaces and can make some 
really creative plays. Also a player who will backcheck and play hard in the defensive zone.

09/27/2021 - 2021 USHL Fall Classic - UPMC Lemieux Sports Complex

The lefty generates a lot of pace - finished with 2G 2A, showing skill attacking on the rush, with balance / reach in his 2 
foot gluide to outreach sticks and get shooting lanes. Puck pursuit / physicality to knock pucks free -> leads to 1st goal. 
Goal #1 - gets into house, quick to deke forehand backhand around goalie. Goal #2 - no hesitation shooting off rush, 
beats goalie clean. 

03/30/2022 - Nationals : Sioux Falls Power vs Mount St Charles (RI Saints)

Will Felicio - '06 Defenseman - Mount St Charles (U15)

QMJHL : Round 11 #196 Overall (Saint John) - USHL : Tender (Madison)

 - Drafts

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/597647/will-felicio

 - Elite Prospects
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Will Felicio - '06 Defenseman - Mount St Charles (U15)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhQcGq0AA1I

 - Highlight Video Link 

Nationals : 4GP 1G 4A

 - Stats

Will is a puck-moving defenseman with a ton of upside. His skating jumps out at you, he's a player that can carry the 
puck end to end and escape forecheckers with ease. Picks out some very impressive passes in the offensive zone and 
can create scoring chances with his playmaking. He's not bad in his own end either, with an active stick and smart reads.

09/27/2021 - 2021 USHL Fall Classic - UPMC Lemieux Sports Complex

Felicio has very quickly established himself as one of the top offensive defensemen in the country. He's a shifty and 
speedy skater with excellent hands and poise whenever he has the puck. While he lacks the booming slapshot of a 
classic offensive defenseman, he can consistently get his wrist shot through traffic and on target. He was a constant 
threat and finished with 2 goals and 2 assists in 3 games.

10/17/2021 - Northeast Pack - Bridgewater, NJ

Left handed - effortless release. Finished with 1G 1A. Defends with stick/feet, then body. Does everything very well, at 
slightly above average pace but not the quickest / isnt rushing end to end. Scores short handed getting up into play, 
beating goaltender with a blocker side snipe. Creative moving the puck, smarts/senses are key to his game. Poised, 
effortless skating

03/30/2022 - Nationals : Sioux Falls Power vs Mount St Charles (RI Saints)

Impressive walking the blue line with head up and in control while faking with head / hands. Smart decisions constantly 
with the puck. Got chances but would like to see harder wrist shot / better shot mechanics

03/31/2022 - Nationals : Mount St Charles (RI Saints) vs Windy City Storm

William Shields - '06 Forward - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

https://www.eliteprospects.com/player/711556/william-shields

 - Elite Prospects

Nationals : 5GP 1G 2A - Regular Season : 79GP 62G 52A (Elite Prospects)

 - Stats

QMJHL : Round 1 #11 Overall (Cape Breton) - USHL : Round 10 #146 Overall (Lincoln Stars)

 - Drafts

Explosive attacking when he wants to be, Shields can be dangerous off the rush, and created some chances in the 3rd + 
a nice stutter step fake in OT that completely fooled the defender. Didn’t create much prior to 3rd though, isnt driving 
the play, more waiting and reacting. 

10/16/2021 - BK Selects vs Pittsburgh Penguins Elite 
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William Shields - '06 Forward - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

The Nova Scotian may have been a bit quiet on the scoresheet, but it wasn't for a lack of effort on his end. He created a 
ton of scoring chances and got shots on net often and consistently. He battled hard around the net and set up a number 
of scoring chances with his passing as well, just didn't have the luck of the puck here.

10/17/2021 - Northeast Pack - Bridgewater, NJ

Goal off faceoff from distance but poor goal for goaltender. Impressive away from puck, intercepting passes and is 
quick to find teammates once winning possesion. The righty has the stride and pace to beat defenders wide, with the 
hands to be difficult to manage for defenders. Great puck protecter, has great sense of when to step into open space to 
always be shielding the puck.

02/18/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's

Head up / confident carrying the puck, controlled but not the most explosive laterally, more of a downhill rusher. The 
righty showed great anticpation to break at the right time to get free for breakaway, handles and compusure at pace 
but doesn’t finish. Scores goal on wrap around after battling supproting cycle -> right spot at right time for rebound. 
Was quick to get puck from receiving to release on PP .

02/19/2022 - BK Selects vs Shattuck St Mary's

Seemed a tad off, wasn’t the cleanest handling pucks as he usually his / had some chances rushing the puck but had 
chances blocked or stripped last second. Offensive tendancies, and skating ability is there, along with a solid frame. 
Showed nice handles to get loose for breakaway, but couldnt finish in tight. Shields' anticipation of the play allows him 
to break a half second early, and is tough to handle once he gets going. Had 2 3rd period penalties, but just one was a 
50/50 hook.

04/01/2022 - Nationals : Pittsburgh Penguins Elite vs BK Selects (Rochester Saints)
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